Structure and interactions of amino acid radicals in class I ribonucleotide reductase studied by ENDOR and high-field EPR spectroscopy.
This short review compiles high-field electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) studies on different intermediate amino acid radicals, which emerge in wild-type and mutant class I ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) both in the reaction of protein subunit R2 with molecular oxygen, which generates the essential tyrosyl radical, and in the catalytic reaction, which involves a radical transfer between subunits R2 and R1. Recent examples are presented, how different amino acid radicals (tyrosyl, tryptophan, and different cysteine-based radicals) were identified, assigned to a specific residue, and their interactions, in particular hydrogen bonding, were investigated using high-field EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy. Thereby, unexpected diiron-radical centers, which emerge in mutants of R2 with changed iron coordination, and an important catalytic cysteine-based intermediate in the substrate turnover reaction in R1 were identified and characterized. Experiments on the essential tyrosyl radical in R2 single crystals revealed the so far unknown conformational changes induced by formation of the radical. Interesting structural differences between the tyrosyl radicals of class Ia and Ib enzymes were revealed. Recently accurate distances between the tyrosyl radicals in the protein dimer R2 could be determined using pulsed electron-electron double resonance (PELDOR), providing a new tool for docking studies of protein subunits. These studies show that high-field EPR and ENDOR are important tools for the identification and investigation of radical intermediates, which contributed significantly to the current understanding of the reaction mechanism of class I RNR.